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PRSA 2011 Archiving & 

Transfer
• Compulsory element

• ‘records will normally be removed from 

operational systems and transferred to an 

archive . . . Applies to records in all formats, 

although the procedure for transfer will vary’

• ‘The nature and content of the records being 

selected for permanent preservation . . . is a 

matter for the authority and the archive to 

consider’.  
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NRS Capacity Planning



Based on testing, we observed that when we migrate (drag & drop) 

documentation from our shared drives and/or old SharePoint sites to the new 

EDRMS the metadata does not ‘travel’ with them. Every document looks like 

it was created the day and time of the migration. Although we have applied 

specific retention periods for every department and case, all these will start 

from scratch. 

I know there is software on the market for the migration of documents and their 

metadata but since budget allocation is not confirmed yet, I would like to know 

if we have any other options.   Should we take the ‘risk’  of migrating information 

and fill in from the start the mandatory categories such as retention, disposal, 

ownership, classification etc or would there be a compliance issue so we need 

to put the purchase of such software as a priority?



NRS minimum metadata

• title – meaningful, descriptive file and folder titles, e.g. “2013-11-22 Minutes –

Health and Safety Committee” (file) or “2012-2013 Budget” (folder);

• identifier – which places the object in context, e.g. folder or file path, file plan 

classification or uniform resource locator;

• date of creation – the date on which the record was first created;

• date last modified – the date the record was most recently modified, not the date 

on which the record was copied to its current location;

• folder or file – specify whether the digital object is a folder or file;

• checksum – checksum algorithms for each object can be used to verify that the 

records received by us are identical to those you transferred;

• rights – copyright and any other intellectual property rights conditions must be 

explicitly stated for each file;

• closure status / protective marking – if any metadata, files or folders are for 

example exempt under freedom of information legislation or closed under 

specific conditions this must be indicated;

• linked copies – to indicate where an object is linked to another object and why.



I received a call today from XX about XX. XX 
hold these as .pst files, held on disks.   
Currently they can no longer access nor read 
them as [the organisation] won’t support such 
files.



The Transfer



Vale of Leven Hospital Inquiry

• Shared drive

– 375 MB

– MS Word manifest

• Content database

– 16 GB

– Records received by 

inquiry

– DAT file with 

metadata for each 

record



Archiving and transfer: 

checklist 1
• Files must be readable

• No encryption

• No accompanying software

• Uncompressed

• Manifest

– List of all files

– Number of files & folders

– Total transfer size



Archiving & Transfer: 

checklist 2
• Archive may ask for test data (esp if 

complex records, or first time transfer)

• Put all of transfer into one top level 

folder with agreed name

• One drive per transfer if possible

– Any splits should be meaningful



Archiving & Transfer: 

checklist 3
• Archive processes transfer

– May be halted if any issues 

– Or returned to record creator

• Once archive confirms safe custody of 

records, can be deleted

• Deletion

– cf RMP requirements



Archiving and Transfer: 

summary
• ISO 20652:2006 

Space data and 

information transfer 

systems – Producer-

archive interface –

Methodology 

abstract standard

1. Discuss transfer

2. Formalise transfer

3. Transfer

4. Check what has 

been transferred

5. Confirm receipt of 

transfer

6. NO SURPRISES
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Thank you
Email: susan.corrigall@nrscotland.gov.uk

Twitter: @suecorrigall


